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An anarchy of cultures: the politics of
teacher education in new times
Richard Bates*{
Deakin University, Australia
It was the best of times, it was the worst of times, it was the age of wisdom, it was the
age of foolishness, it was the epoch of belief, it was the epoch of incredulity, it was
the season of Light, it was the season of Darkness, it was the spring of hope, it was the
winter of despair, we had everything before us, we had nothing before us, we were all
going direct to Heaven, we were all going direct the other way. In truth it was a time
very much like our own. (Dickens, A tale of two cities, 1947, p. 1)
The French Revolution, of which Dickens’ great novel was a fictional account,
created anxiety from the Baltic to the Mediterranean, from the Urals to the Atlantic.
A century after the event such continuing anxiety was palpable even in prosperous
Great Britain where the Indian Mutiny, the Boxer Rebellion the Boer War kept the
redcoats busy in the far off colonies and where, at Peterloo, the restive working class
had been ‘restrained’ by the forces of law and order (with only five deaths due to
collateral damage).
The unrest among the working class was a worry, as Matthew Arnold, Chief
Inspector of Her Majesty’s schools, observed in 1869:
… the working class which, raw and half developed, has long lain hidden in its poverty
and squalor … is now issuing from its hiding-place to assert an Englishman’s heaven-
born privilege of doing as he likes, and is beginning to perplex us by marching where it
likes, meeting where it likes, bawling what it likes, breaking what it likes … (Culture and
anarchy, 1963, p. 70 )
A couple of years earlier, before he became Professor of Poetry at Oxford (‘that
sweet city with her dreaming spires’) and stopped writing poetry altogether, Arnold
had expressed his pessimism more romantically, contrasting—even advocating a
withdrawal into—the solace of loving relationships rather than confront the
confusion of the wider world:
Ah, love, let us be true
To one another! For the world, which seems
To lie before us like a land of dreams,
So various, so beautiful, so new,
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Hath really neither joy, nor love, nor light,
Nor certitude, nor peace, nor help for pain;
And we are here as on a darkling plain
Swept with confused alarms of struggle and flight,
Where ignorant armies clash by night.
(Arnold, ‘Dover beach’, 1950, pp. 211–212 )
Fortunately for Arnold the armies were not clashing on Dover beach any more than
they are now on the Gold Coast. The real military action was comfortably distant,
protecting British Imperial and economic interests in far off lands. But there was
certainly unrest among the workers. They were on the move, and with good cause too.
Arnold and Dickens were not alone in their anxieties. Their’s was also the world of
Elizabeth Gaskell’s North and south, of Marx’s Capital of Engels’ Condition of the
working class in England, of Mayhew’s London labour and the London poor, of Sidney
and Beatrice Webb’s graphic accounts of conditions in the slums of industrial
England. These conditions differed only in their intensity in Melbourne and Sydney
during the depression of the 1890s or in the prison at Port Arthur so well described
in Richard Flanagan’s extraordinary novel Gould’s book of fish (2001).
The Victorian Age was, of course, a period of great confusion, of great hope and
great despair, of a bourgeois assault upon the aristocracy, of an evangelical assault
upon the establishment, of the raised voices of the Wesleyans in the Welsh valleys. In
Australia, of course it was the threat of the Yellow Peril and of Russian invasion as
well as the emerging Shearer’s union and the battle for the eight hour day among the
stonemasons at Melbourne University.
It was, also, of course, a period where religious certainties were challenged by
scientific doubt: where Bishop Samuel Wilberforce could ask of Thomas Huxley
‘Was it through his grandfather, or his grandmother that he claimed descent from a
monkey?’ and where Huxley could respond that:
… a man has no reason to be ashamed of having an ape for his grandfather. If there were
an ancestor whom I should feel shame in recalling it would rather be a man [who] …
plunges into scientific questions with which he has no real acquaintance, only to
obscure them by … appeals to religious prejudice. (Huxley, 1969, p. 185 )
The battle between the ethical dilemmas presented by scientific reconceptualiza-
tion of our species and the certainties of religious fundamentalism was with us then,
as now.
Arnold’s solution to this confusion was to join Adam Smith’s century old
advocacy of public funded education of the poor. Culture, as well as religion, was to
be the opiate of the masses: culture, that is, defined as ‘the best that has been
thought and known’. Culture, communicated through education, was to civilize the
rough beast of the Populace and prevent its slouching towards the citadels of power.
But Arnold was not only concerned with the gentling of the masses. He was also
concerned with the education of the bourgeois and the aristocracy who, he felt, had
abandoned any sense of responsibility towards the wider society, any sense of noblesse
oblige. Like Adam Smith, that great moral philosopher, Arnold was concerned about
the breakdown of civil order as a result of the excesses of untrammelled commerce
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(Bates, 2003): an excess that was identified by others as the emergence of rampant
individualism, the vicious search for personal advantage, and Herbert Spencer’s
vision of the survival of the fittest in social as well as evolutionary terms.
What emerged from the resultant debate was indeed a publicly subsidized reading,
writing, arithmetic, moral tales and patriotic poems for the masses; and Greek,
Latin, philosophy, politics and economics for the ruling class. The moral tales and
patriotic poems were part of an attempt to define and impose a ‘common culture’,
albeit one divided along class lines. As they used to sing in church and chapel (but
mainly in church):
The rich man in his castle,
The poor man at his gate,
God made them high and lowly
And ordered their estate.
(Alexander, 1996, p. 76)
‘High Culture’ with a capital C might well have formed the principles around
which the common culture of patriotism and moralistic religiosity was framed, but it
had, nonetheless to be protected from the grubby hands, hearts and minds of the
working class. A point made clearly in the early twentieth century by T. S. Eliot (that
Anglophile American from the mid-west) in his Notes towards the definition of culture:
To aim to make … the ‘uneducated’ mass of the population … share in the appreciation
of the fruits of the most conscious part of culture is to adulterate and cheapen what you
give, for it is an essential condition of the preservation of the quality of the culture of the
minority that it should continue to be a minority culture. (Eliot, 1948, p. 32)
Eliot would not have been in favour of the Open University. Like our very own
Brendan Nelson, Eliot believed that access to High Culture represented by the
traditional university was clearly a privilege rather than a right (Four Corners, 2005):
a privilege, moreover that required political protection in order to separate High
Culture from common culture; purity from danger; arts and science from surfing,
golf course management, alternative therapies, indigenous, feminist, postcolonial
and queer studies, and those deplorable courses on the trashy novel, rap music,
gossip magazines and other carriers of ‘popular culture’.
The search for the basis of High Culture, Arnold’s ‘best that has been thought and
said’ has, indeed, been a continuing quest. Throughout the twentieth century the
quest for this particular grail was led by figures such as F. R. Leavis and articulated
through his Mass Civilisation and minority culture (1933) as well as his attempted
codification of the canons of High Culture in poetry (Revaluation, 1936) and the
English novel (The great tradition, 1962). More recently, you may recall the
controversy generated by Alan Bloom’s Closing of the American mind (1987) as well as
the ‘culture wars’ of the last couple of decades; not forgetting, of course, the debate
over the Howard/Blainey ‘black armband’ caricature of Australian history
(McKenna, 1997) or Keith Windschuttle’s (2002) vitriolic attack on Henry
Reynolds’ (1996) accounts of warfare between settlers and Aborigines.
The politics of these culture wars are fundamental to an understanding of the
politics of teacher education. For what is happening here is the replacement of (or at
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least a powerful challenge to) the very idea of a High Culture, or indeed, a common
culture: the replacement of a hard fought (though ultimately un-winnable) battle for
an elite-led consensus by an anarchy of cultures.
This battle has frequently been seen by proponents of the Left and Right as class
warfare: the nobility versus the rest. The right, in particular, was hysterical about the
supposed Marxist influence among teachers. For Margaret Thatcher and her
acolytes teachers, and especially teacher training institutions, were second only to
Arthur Scargill and the Miners Union in their malevolent influence on British
society. For instance, a Spectator editorial from the period, fulminated that:
… teacher training colleges … are staffed by Marxists who peddle an irrelevant,
damaging and outdated ideology of anti-elitism to the trainees in their charge. … [ The
removal of] the statutory bar on state schools hiring those with no teacher training
qualification … [therefore] would enable headteachers to find people … who at the
moment are deterred by the prospect of having to waste a year undergoing a period of
Marxist indoctrination. (Quoted in Scott & Freeman-Moir, 2000, p. 14)
And, indeed, it may well have been the neo-Marxist analyses of Bourdieu,
Bernstein, Young and Bowles and Gintis, among others, that started the rot by
pointing out that schools served to reproduce the hidden injuries of class rather than
create an aristocracy of merit. But gender, race, sexuality and religion were soon
added to the list of ‘reproductions’ with male, white, straight, ‘establishment’
individuals seen as controlling the gating mechanisms that ensured the maintenance
of their status; distributing status to others through various paternalistic hierarchies.
Whatever one thinks of such analyses, it is clear that contemporary societies
contain many different groups of individuals who not only celebrate their particular
culture, their ‘way of life’, but also demand wider recognition of their right to
‘perform’ their culture. This does not mean simply the right to perform as
consenting adults behind closed doors, as it were, but the right to perform in public
and be recognized as a legitimate culture, a legitimate way of life, entitled to
negotiate identity in the public sphere through the politics of recognition; but also,
particularly among disadvantaged groups, the right to claim compensation for
disadvantage or restitution in the face of historical injustice.
The search for social justice is not confined to previously hidden groups that have
established, or are establishing a public presence within contemporary societies: what
Foucault so wonderfully calls ‘the insurrection of subjugated knowledges’ (1980,
p. 81). Other groups are entering contemporary societies through migration,
bringing their own cultures and claims with them, thus increasing the complexity
of discourse between cultures both within and between societies.
Many such migratory groups remain part of diaspora that are more and more
closely linked through modern communications media. Indeed, some of them are
able to mobilize very considerable resources in support of particular cultural or
economic projects: for instance the investments of the Chinese diaspora (whose total
GDP is twice that of mainland China) in the Chinese economic miracle, or the
American Jewish community’s support for the Israeli project. Other groups with
special identities frequently derive moral and sometimes financial sustenance from
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similar cultural groups located within other societies: the women’s movement, the
Conference of First Nations, the gay movement and so on. Policies and projects
migrate across borders. The politics within one nation state may influence those of
others: the ‘war on terror’ being a prime example.
So the contemporary condition might well be described as an anarchy of cultures,
each of which seeks to negotiate its way of life with other cultures under the umbrella
of the search for social justice. These cultures, and their public struggles become
what Charles Taylor (1989) calls ‘Sources of the self’ where the self is constructed
through choice between and participation in, particular cultures. Individuals
embrace, move between, accept and shed cultures as they integrate them within
their personality. This is both a calculative and an imaginative, emotional,
experience. As Alain Touraine puts it:
The quest for justice is not a cognitive activity. It is best defined as a search for the
collective pre-conditions for personal freedom, or in other words the ability to reconcile
instrumental rationality within a personal experience. In order to arrive at the idea of a
just society, we therefore have to go through three different stages. The first is the open
conflict between the demand for freedom and the power of systems, and the second is
the debate that defines the institutional conditions for the respect and freedom of all.
When we reach the final stage, we can establish in general terms, the pre-conditions for
social integration and sustainable change. (Touraine, 2000, p. 68)
It is the ‘open conflict between the demand for freedom and the power of systems’
to which I will return in a moment. But for now I want to emphasize the centrality of
this anarchy of cultures in the construction of politics, for this pluralism and how we
deal with it is the central issue of our ‘new’ times.
In essence the emergence of this anarchy of cultures and their various claims for
social and cultural justice, articulated as they are through old and especially through
new media, mark a decisive break with the past. John Gray puts it like this in his
argument for a new form of liberalism:
If Liberalism has a future, it is in giving up the search for a rational consensus on the
best way of life. As a consequence of mass migration, new technologies of
communication and continued cultural experimentation, nearly all societies today
contain several ways of life, with many people belonging to more than one. The liberal
idea of toleration which looks to a rational consensus on the best way of life was born in
societies divided on claims to a single way of life. It cannot show us how to live in societies
that harbour many ways of life. (Gray, 2000, p. 1, my emphasis)
In complex contemporary societies the pursuit of a ‘common culture’ whether
rooted in High Culture or not is doomed to failure. But the challenge is not
… to still the conflict of values. It is to reconcile different individuals and ways of life
honouring conflicting values to a life in common. We do not need common values in order
to live together in peace. We need common institutions in which many forms of life can coexist.
(Gray, 2000, pp. 5–6, my emphasis)
Education is clearly one of the institutions confronting such a challenge. The
political challenge for education is to construct schools within which many forms of
life can coexist and where our students can come to understand the surrounding
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anarchy of cultures as possible sources of the self, and to combine and choose
between them wisely.
This is a crucial problematic for schools, for they are sandwiched between system
demands for the production of skills required by the competitive economy and
cultural demands to respond to the quest for meaning in individual lives through
access to sources for the self. As Touraine observes ‘whilst schools try to adapt to the
needs of the economy, schoolchildren and students want to give meaning to their
lives’ (2000, p. 151).
The politics of teacher education are, if anything, even more complex, for, as
teacher education has become part of university education, it has quite reasonably
sought an intellectual justification for its identity. Here, the battle has been between
behaviourism and progressivism, personified by the battle between Thorndike and
Dewey. As Ellen Lagemann argues, in schools ‘Thorndike won and Dewey lost’
(1989, p. 145). However, more recently in schools of education, it seems that Dewey
won (with a little help from Vygotsky) and Thorndike lost.
For our students this creates a significant dilemma. Teachers are faced daily and
increasingly with an anarchy of cultures in their classrooms to which progressivism,
and/or constructivism would seem to be an appropriate basis of insight and strategy.
But school systems are structured around behaviourist systems of organization,
compliance and control. So our students may indeed be ‘student ready’ in their
capacity to connect with students, but may not be ‘teacher ready’ in terms of system
demands. Larabee summarizes the problem.
We send teachers into the classroom armed with progressive rhetoric and imbued with
the constructivist spirit, but they immediately have to adapt to the realities of teaching
in today’s schools: a school system characterized by bureaucracy, mandated curricula,
and high stakes tests and a student body characterized by radical differences in
economic, social and cultural capital. (Larabee, 2005, p. 189)
Larabee’s solution is to ‘get real’ and adopt a pragmatic response to this dilemma.
I am not sure that such a pragmatic response is appropriate as a long term strategy,
for the fairly obvious reason that the problem here is not the constructivism of
teacher education which can support that essential connection with student lives
without which learning is unlikely, but the behaviourism of systems and the demand
for performativity within the One Best System. The pragmatic attempt to contain
the anarchy of cultures within the one best system leads directly to the Stupidity and
tears that Herbert Kohl (2004) describes so vividly.
So what is the alternative and how might it affect the politics of teacher education?
Political science has little to say about the politics of teacher education.
Consequently, as Earley suggests, ‘few theories have been offered to explain its
place and behaviour in the political world’ (2005, p. 216). This is largely because:
… the policy world considers teacher education a device to achieve other goals—as
opposed to a professional entity that should receive policy support to sustain it—other
education groups tend to see teacher education in the same way. [For example] it is
important to school administrators because they need staff … or it is important to
[university] presidents because it increases enrolments … (Earley, 2005, p. 216)
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Thus, teacher education is seen in political terms simply as a mechanism for
achieving ends determined elsewhere by more urgent political claims. The claims of
teacher education are therefore ‘tacked on’, as it were, to other agendas, rather than
being seen as constituting a legitimate political agenda in their own right. As a
consequence:
Because teacher education is generally seen as a tool to advance larger policy agendas,
traces of it appear in multiple silos. (Earley, 2005, pp. 217–218)
Moreover, because of the definition of teacher education as instrumental in
achieving other people’s ends, as well as the fragmentation of interests in teacher
education, there seems little possibility of teacher education developing a strong,
singular, public constituency for its claims. Indeed, even within the education
community various silos (subject associations, special education, gifted education,
drug education, safety education, indigenous education, relationships education,
religious education, etc, etc, etc) regard teacher education as a battleground for their
particular interests, demanding curricular and pedagogical attention to partisan
claims.
Again, within universities the battle between ‘discipline’ faculties and education
faculties for a share of the student pie rages backwards and forwards, as does the
battle with schools over the proportion of funding and of student time allocated to
‘school experience’.
The politics of teacher education is, then, bedevilled by fragmentation and
marginalization.
But while this sorry state may result from the broader politics of competition
between more powerful and better organized political groups for attention and
resources, it also seems to be the case that teacher educators have themselves been
unable to develop a consistent and defensible theory of teacher education which
would justify their activity and attach political importance to their profession.
The preceding argument leads to the conclusion that any effective theory of
education, and therefore teacher education, needs to start with the proposition that
the major issue facing contemporary societies is not to still the conflict of values, but to
reconcile different individuals and ways of life honouring conflicting values to a life in
common. From this proposition it follows that the criteria against which education
should be judged are grounded in a politics of recognition and a politics of social
justice (Fraser, 2002). The politics of recognition are fundamental in the
establishment of trust: individuals will not have confidence in educational
institutions if they believe that their values and way of life are not recognized and
respected. If individuals do not have trust in the institution, they will not learn. A
corollary of this principle is that such recognition and respect be accorded within the
institution to all participants by all participants.
The politics of social justice lays alongside this principle, in that the distribution of
resources and opportunities within educational institutions is required to be
equitable and in accord with the reasonable requirements of individuals and groups.
Only on such a basis can common institutions be built within which many ways of
life can coexist.
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Such a position avoids two other quite dangerous possibilities: on the one
hand, the capturing of education by system requirements focused solely on the
production of economically viable skills and the positioning and valuing of
individuals solely according to their strategic value in global markets; and, on the
other hand, the capturing of educational institutions by gated communities of value
within which singular forms of indoctrination may be practised and where
individuals are valued solely for their conformity and allegiance (Touraine, 2000;
Bates, forthcoming).
Such a position also allies itself with the developing articulation of capabilities as a
fundamental focus for and responsibility of governments and institutions. Armatya
Sen (1999) and Martha Nussbaum (2002) have been at the forefront of this
argument. Sen, for instance argues in his Development as freedom that:
Individuals live and operate in a world of institutions. Our opportunities and prospects
depend crucially on what institutions exist and how they function. Not only do
institutions contribute to our freedoms, their roles can sensibly be evaluated in the light
of their contributions to our freedom. To see development as freedom provides a
perspective in which institutional assessment can systematically occur. (Sen, 2000,
p. 142)
Moreover, as Nussbaum suggests:
… it is possible to argue cogently that institutions have both cognitive and causal powers
that individuals do not have, powers that are pertinent to the allocation of responsibility.
… Nations and corporations have powers of prediction and foresight that individuals in
isolation do not have. It seems plausible that such facts give us a further reason to think
of the responsibilities for promoting human capabilities as institutional. (Nussbaum,
2002, p. 20)
As I have suggested elsewhere (Bates, 2004; forthcoming) such a position is
crucial in a politics of education that is articulated through the current stress on
accountability. But it also suggests a broader conception of how accountabilities are
structured. For instance, rather than see accountability defined in terms of the ‘ever
more perfect administrative control of institutional and professional life’ (O’Neill,
2002, p. 46) it is the institutions themselves that must be held accountable for their
management of the politics of recognition and the politics of social justice through
democratic accountability to their constituents.
In education and teacher education this means that:
Rather than the narrow and distorting forms of accountability currently demanded
through standardized tests and performance audits, the capabilities approach demands
that the role of education in promoting the full range of human capabilities be
considered and acted upon. This is both a curricular responsibility and a pedagogical
one: curricular, in the sense that the drive towards fuller development of human
capabilities requires a curriculum appropriately shaped towards achieving such ends in
particular circumstances; pedagogical, in the sense that the circumstances that students
bring to the educational context must be taken into account in the teaching relationship.
(Bates, 2004, pp. 9–10)
Larson and Murtadha capture this wider set of requirements quite well in their
description of an educated person as one who:
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Should be capable of practical reason, being able to form a conception of the good life
and to engage in critical reflection about planning one’s own life. This also means being
able to recognize and live with concern for other human beings, to engage in various
forms of social interaction, to laugh, to play, to enjoy recreational activities, to imagine
the situation of another and to have compassion for that person, and have the capacity
for justice and friendship. (Larson & Murtadha, 2002, p. 155)
And this brings us to another aspect of the politics of education: that of standards.
Standards are currently being proposed for teacher education by various authorities in
Australia as elsewhere. There is, in fact, a plethora of proposals for the introduction of
standards in teacher education. Notwithstanding the major national effort coordi-
nated by the Australian Council of Deans of Education and the involvement of a wide
range of educational organizations in its working party, its report Preparing a profession
(ACDE, 1998) was largely ignored: perhaps because it was commissioned under a
Labor government but submitted to a Coalition government.
Individual states have their own standards and mechanisms for accountability and
for the accreditation of teacher education courses although recent Commonwealth
initiatives, especially through the current Inquiry and the establishment of NIQTSL
would seem directed towards national coordination of such standard setting
processes. Its seems certain that that was what Ramsey (2000) had in mind in the
recommendations made by the Review of Teacher Education he chaired in New
South Wales.
But the Ramsey Review was not solely concerned with the setting of standards. It
was concerned with the sorting out of the multiple jurisdictions having responsibility
for or mandated control over teacher education. And here is the crux of the
mechanics of teacher education politics in Australia.
Teacher education is funded by the Commonwealth through its grants to
universities. Although universities have autonomy under their various state acts, the
negotiation of profiles with the Commonwealth as the basis for funding severely
constrains that autonomy and directs university places according to the politics of
demography between states. Universities, in order to maximize their income and
prestige and minimize their costs, have incentives to negotiate down teacher
education (as a low return, HECS capped area) in favour of higher returns in other
faculties. School systems and authorities have a vested interest in supply and
demand and, when push comes to shove, are more interested in shortening teacher
education courses through one year, ‘flexible entry’ and ‘school based’ programs
than in lengthening and deepening the preparation of teachers. Quality and quantity
are always trade-offs for them.
Teacher educators themselves often occupy subordinate positions in university
hierarchies, partly because they have typically joined universities late in their
historical development well after the pecking order had been established (Larabee,
2005) and partly because the preceding state based institutions of teacher education
were asset stripped by universities when they were incorporated during a period of
decreased demand for teachers. Indeed universities were encouraged to do so by the
University Grants Committee. More recently, stand-alone teacher education
faculties have been amalgamated into mega-faculties or divisions and lost the
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autonomy they once had to develop close relationships with the profession. They
have also frequently lost both staff and students to ‘discipline’ faculties with no
allegiance to the needs of schools or knowledge of their curricular requirements-
particularly where ‘combined’ or ‘dual’ degrees have been established.
Again, as far as developing relationships with schools is concerned, universities
resist the cost of more flexible and extensive possibilities, claiming that they are not
funded for such adventures. Schools themselves are not set up for major involvement
in initial teacher education as their priorities in the expenditure of time, effort and
money are, quite rightly, focused on their pupils. State governments are largely
unwilling to fund such ventures as they see university funding as the responsibility of
the Commonwealth. The Commonwealth denies responsibility for such initiatives,
insisting that universities are indeed free and autonomous and could, if they wished
to, undertake such responsibilities. Universities say that if state governments want
such initiatives they should pay for them at market rates in the competitive market
economy established by the Commonwealth.
Meanwhile, teacher educators get on with the job: students of various kinds get
more or less appropriate preparation for their chosen profession and various
experiments and initiatives develop in the interstices of this ramshackle political
apparatus. And this is partly my point. One of the advantages of the politics of
teacher education in Australia is the very ramshackle, contradictory, porous nature
of the various political machines. Were teacher educators themselves to develop a
defensible theory of teacher education on the bases outlined above, and to insist that
where standards and accountability mechanisms were established, they were
required to meet the standards required by that theory, and if that theory was
rooted in the major social issue of how we as a society deal with our anarchy of
cultures, we might indeed develop a politics of teacher education that would be both
defensible and effective. It will take more than rational argument to do so, however.
It will take a leap of imagination to establish a politics of teacher education
appropriate to ‘new times’. It is a leap we need to take.
Notes on contributor
Richard Bates is the current President of the Australian Teacher Education
Association (ATEA) and Professor of Education at Deakin University. He has
written extensively on educational administration using a socially critical theory
approach.
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